A SUCCESSFUL CAREER

I was in business according to a great degree upon the

FOUND AT BOSTON, MASS.

The Archiner

Promoting an idea

MEN are ideally promoted in business because of their demonstrable ability in a particular line. Ideas also are promoted for their practical value.

We have for years promoted the idea that the factory which is armed to meet the competition can win in a field where others may fail.

I would not make fun of those who are looking for a "false profit" expansion but would support "real profit" expansion.

Frank D. Chase, Inc.

GOLD LEAF

FENCING

Fencer the sable and patient champion of Constable Church, who in former years has been the representative of this style of the sport, has made a great stride forward in the present season. Among the many distinguished fencers of the day, the name of Constable Church is well known. His skill in the art of fencing is acknowledged by all, and he is considered one of the best in the country. This year, however, he has improved beyond all comparison, and his performances have created quite a sensation among the fencing enthusiasts of the metropolis.

The schedule for the coming year is as follows: Constable Church, Harvard, Dartmouth, and Penn. The season promises to be a most interesting one, and the matches are looked forward to with avidity.

M.I.T.A.

During the past few years all the large universities have developed considerable interest in basketball. A few years ago this was considered a game for the Printing for Tech.
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